
MEASUREMENT GUIDELINES TO VERIFY STRATEGY EFFECTIVENESS

To measure the effectiveness of a strategy, you have to examine how it links your of resources and performance to
check if your strategy is hitting your targets.

Calculate a weighted average of the evaluations from these customers. Have you outlined customer driven
boundaries for brand extensions and guidelines for marketing programmes? Marketing responders can be
scored to determine the expected conversion rates and customer value, detecting smaller differences in
effectiveness improvements within and across tactics. If actual results show lagging performance, you have
time to add resources, adjust your operations or take other corrective action. The Brand is Properly Positioned
Have you established necessary and competitive points of parity with competitors? Brad is a solutions
architect in the hosted solutions practice at Quaero quaero. When a marketing program uses multiple channels,
the campaign hierarchy must account for each channel along with the appropriate rollups so that measurement
aligns with business goals. These kinds of numbers are definitely a measure and of course should be measured
but they are often flirtatious and are not necessarily a indication of brand loyalty or an intention to purchase.
Have you implemented integrated push and pull marketing activities that involve your brand? Some will
impact multiple indicators of high importance. Project measures: These measures show progress against an
initiative that has a terminus. Focusing on the vital few Our experience shows that often companies attempt to
implement too many initiatives beyond their ability to execute them well. For example, if your strategy is to
develop a new market, you have to include a specific goal and a way to measure how many of the members of
the new market are buying your products. By doing so, marketers can maximize marketing spend and generate
stronger return on investment. For Dummies: The Podcast. Creating good, solid measures is the first step to
developing your performance scorecard. Do you conduct periodic brand audits to assess the health of your
brand and to set strategic direction? Determining measures can be tough work. Twenty percent of what you do
will have eighty percent of the impact. The same information gap exists when new sales are quantified but
incremental customer value comes over a long period of time. Are you aware of all the core associations
people make with your brand, whether intentionally created by your company or not? Quality measures: These
measures gauge effectiveness of expectations and generally show improvement in accuracy, reliability,
courtesy, competence, responsiveness, and compliance. Do you have a brand hierarchy that is well thought out
and well understood? Measures are quantifiable performance statements, and they must follow certain
guidelines. However the marketing strategy is designed so target segments receive a stream of contacts from
diverse marketing tactics in order to drive behaviors and sales. How extensively do the brands overlap?
Measurement across key funnel stages is derived through a combination of tracking customer interactions,
collecting customer intelligence, and survey research to understand progression and leakage drivers. Review
Effectiveness In Terms Of Objectives Once your strategy is fully implemented, you can you can evaluate its
overall effectiveness by asking to what extent it reached the goals you set with the resources you allocated.
Have you estimated how much value your customers believe the brand adds to your product? The customers
of the initiative will rate its progress monthly using any combination of the characteristics listed. Assess
historical performance by marketing source. Measurements are designed to test alternatives in campaign
strategies, spending levels, the marketing mix changing the intensity and presence of different tactics , offers,
and messaging. Who should do the evaluating? The following two examples show how these projections
support marketing decisions. What information is available to match a response, and should response metadata
be enhanced? One alternative is to measure the progress of the project against a set of criteria. Are the people
managing each activity aware of one another? Try it.


